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ABSTRACT
SBIR is developing an enhanced blackbody for improved radiometric testing. The main feature of the blackbody is an
improved coating with higher emissivity than the standard coating used. Comparative measurements of the standard and
improved coatings are reported, including reflectance. The coatings were also tested with infrared imagers and a
broadband emissivity estimate derived from the imagery data. In addition, a control algorithm for constant slew rate has
been implemented, primarily for use in minimum resolvable temperature measurements. The system was tested over a
range of slew rates from 0.05 K/min to 10 K/min and its performance reported.
Keywords: Blackbody, Radiometric calibration, Infrared, high emissivity, EO-IR Testing

1. INTRODUCTION
Extended area blackbodies are commonly used for testing infrared cameras and other thermal detection devices.
Blackbodies are used as thermal sources to provide a desired radiance or apparent temperature to a device under test or
to illuminate a target with a known radiance or apparent temperature or to provide a desired temperature difference
between the features in a target.
For an ideal blackbody with an emissivity of 1, the only parameter required to calculate the radiance of the source is the
temperature of the blackbody. For a system with non-unit emissivity, other factors must be considered in order to
produce a desired radiance, including the emissivity and the radiance of the environment onto the surface of the source.
Another factor to be considered is that the temperature of the surface of the source is needed, but the temperature may
not be measured on the blackbody surface. Also, for extended area blackbodies, the temperature is typically measured in
only one place so the uniformity of the surface temperature must also be considered. An ideal blackbody would have a
unity emissivity, and the same temperature across the entire surface as that of the point where the temperature is
measured.
Real blackbodies do not have unity emissivity, or perfectly uniform, accurately known surface temperatures. While
cavity blackbodies can have effective emissivities approaching unity, they are typically large, slow to respond, and may
not be practical if an application requires a large area source. In such cases, an extended area blackbody is required, and
the effects of its deviation from ideal characteristics must somehow be compensated for in some fashion.
In addition to the enhanced coating in development, SBIR has also implemented a constant slew rate capability in its
Infinity line of extended area blackbodies. Performance data over a range of slew rates is presented as well.

2. RADIOMETRY WITH A NON-IDEAL REFERENCE
2.1 Radiometric Theory
For calibration purposes, the desired output of a radiometric reference is a known absolute radiance. Thermal radiation
from an ideal source is governed by Planck’s Equation[1]:
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Where h is Planck’s constant, k is the Boltzman constant, c the speed of light, T the absolute temperature and l the
wavelength. For a given body, the total radiation from the surface is the sum of the emitted, reflected and transmitted
radiation:

=
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For a non-ideal surface, the emitted portion is scaled by its emissivity at a given wavelength:
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Assuming transmission is zero, the spectral reflectance of a surface can be written as (1 − ( )) and the reflected
radiance then becomes:
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2.2 Radiometry using a non-ideal reference
Accuracy of a reference is an important part of any precise measurement. When performing radiometric measurements,
the radiance of the calibration surface must be well known. An extended area blackbody may be used as a radiometric
reference, with proper management[2,3]. The focus of this management is the reduced radiance due to an emissivity less
than unity and the reflected radiance due to the same root cause. The reduced emitted radiance is easily to compensate
by scaling the radiance by the emissivity of the source. For instance, if relative radiance is the key goal of a
measurement, a calibration with two points collected close enough in time that the ambient conditions have not changed
appreciably can serve to produce acceptable results. For the relative measurement, the reflected portion of the radiance
of the reference does not matter. However, for absolute radiance measurements, or in cases where the ambient
conditions change appreciably between measurements, the reflected radiance must be considered and doing so can be
complicated. The basic problem with ambient compensation is the limited knowledge of the ambient environment. A
probe can be used to measure the ambient temperature, which may be adequate in very controlled conditions, but often
this is not the case and there is some error in the estimate of the effective ambient temperature. If a correction based on
ambient temperature is being used, the error in the estimate of the ambient temperature can lead to errors in apparent
temperature. Figure 1 shows the calculated error in apparent temperature if a one degree error is made in an ambient of
25C. At the real ambient of 25C, the error is about 30mK. In most cases this error is small, but it can be significant at
low temperatures and may be significant relative to the ambient correction in cases where small variations from ambient
are being measured. A surface emissivity of 0.995 would reduce this effect by a factor of 6, making measurements much
more tolerable of imperfect knowledge of the ambient environment and its variations.

3. BLACKBODY PERFORMANCE
SBIR has developed a high emissivity coating process which has been applied to several blackbodies in order to test its
radiometric performance. The coating and blackbodies have undergone a series of tests including reflectance
measurements, and tests with Long Wave Infrared (LWIR) and Mid-Wave Infrared (MWIR) imagers. Separately, a
constant slew rate control algorithm was developed for minimum resolvable temperature (MRT) testing and other
applications that require a controlled rate change of temperature. Results and discussion of both are presented below.
3.1 Spectral measurements
Spectral reflectance measurements were made of two high emissivity coating samples as well as samples of the standard
coating. Hemispherical reflectance was measured using a Surface Optics Coporation Hemispherical Reflectometer
based on a Nicolet Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) and specular reflectance measurements were
conducted using a Bruker 113 FTIR. The hemispherical measurements used a calibrated diffuse gold reference and
produced reflectance with an estimated absolute accuracy of 1%. The Bruker measurements used a specular reflectance
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stage with a diffuse alumin
num reference. The Bruker measurements
m
were initially conducted to investigate thee relative
performance at longer wav
velengths and do
d not have an absolute referrence. The refflectance spectrra for both insttruments
n Figure 2. The
T reflectancee measurements of the two innstruments aree in good agreeement for the standard
are shown in
coating. Thee Bruker spectrra show the sam
me features neaar 5.75 and 8.55 microns. Hoowever, the Bruuker and hemisspherical
measurementts of the high emissivity sam
mples did not agree
a
at wavellengths over 8 microns. T
The hemispherical data
shows a sign
nificant rise in reflectance
r
at from
f
9 to 13 microns,
m
whichh is not reflecteed in the Brukeer measuremennts. This
disagreementt will be discusssed further aftter the imagery
y data is presennted.

Figurre 1. Error in derived
d
apparennt temperaturee.

2 Spectral Meaasurements from
m two differen
nt spectrometerrs. The in the uupper pane weere collected wiith a
Figure 2.
Surface Optics Hemisp
pherical Reflecctometer. Thee spectra in thee lower pane w
were collected with a Bruker 113
he standard co
oating measurem
ments are in goood agreementt, but the high emissivity coaating
FTIR spectrometer. Th
spectra do
d not show sim
milar spectra, especially
e
at wavelengths
w
lonnger than 8 miccrons.
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3.2 Imagery
y Tests
Two blackbo
odies were coatted with the staandard coating
g on one side oof the blackboddy and the highh emissivity cooating on
the other. Th
his allowed sim
multaneous colllection of imagery from bothh coatings rem
moving effects ffrom temporal changes
in the ambieent environmen
nt or variation
ns in camera response.
r
In aaddition, a blaackbody with standard coatiings was
measured as well. This bllackbody was modified
m
to haave several ho les placed in tthe surface to produce a set of small
h near unity em
missivity as refference points.. The blackboodies were thenn tested using two infrared ccameras:
cavities with
An IRCamerras IRC800 MW
WIR imager an
nd a FLIR Pho
oton 640 microobolometer. Booth tests involvved measuringg the two
blackbodies over a range of
o temperatures, averaging seeveral hundredd frames to redduce temporal noise and aveerage out
slight variations due to air currents near the blackbody surface. The cameras weree calibrated usiing a blackboddy with a
ose enough to the
t imager to be
b out of focuss and to fully ffill the sensorss field of view with the
standard coatting placed clo
center portion of the blackb
body. Figure 3 shows an imaage of both blaackbodies colleected at a set ppoint of 60C. T
They are
ntative of all of
o the images collected
c
with both cameras. The two blacckbodies were measured in tthe same
very represen
position and were thereforee not measured
d simultaneoussly. The standdard coating avverage was useed as a referennce point
between the data sets. The line through th
he two images is the positionn of the temperrature profile shhown in Figuree 4. The
urement in parrticular gives a good indicatiion of how cloose the radiancee of the high eemissivity coatting is to
profile measu
that of the caavities.

Figure 3. Imagery of blackbodies
b
useed in testing th
he high emissivvity coating. T
The left image iis a blackbody
ndard coatings and several ho
oles placed in the
t surface to ccreate small cavvities with neaar unity emissivvity.
with stan
The righ
ht image is a blackbody with the
t standard co
oating on the leeft and the highh emissivity cooating on the riight.
The greeen line is the lo
ocation of the temperature prrofile shown inn Figure 4.
Three region
ns of interest were selected
d to be averag
ged: One in tthe area wherre the standardd coatings of the two
blackbodies overlapped, a second that comprised
c
the center of the cavities in thee modified blaackbody with standard
d a third in a neighboring
n
arrea where the high
h
emissivity
ty coating wass applied. Som
me long periodd drift is
coatings and
known to occur, especially
y in the microb
bolometer, as th
he cameras annd optics changge with the am
mbient environm
ment. In
t difference between the sttandard coatingg and high emiissivity area (caavities in the oone black
order reduce these effects, the
body and new
w coating in th
he other) was taaken and used for
f further anal
alysis.
When investtigating small temperature
t
diifferences, such
h as those shoown in the proffile from Figuure 4, it is important to
keep in mind
d that the therm
mometric tempeerature of the surface
s
of the bblackbody mayy not be the sam
me as that in thhe center
of the sourcee plate, where the thermomettric probe is lo
ocated. The bllackbody with the small caviities provides a way to
estimate the gradient betweeen the surfacee and the black
kbody center. T
The holes placced in the standdard coating bllackbody
d
as the th
hermometric probe.
p
The chhange in radiaance due to em
missivity will follow a
were drilled to the same depth
ve than that du
ue to a differen
nce between th
he measured aand actual surfface temperaturre. The effectt is more
different curv
pronounced in the MWIR region for thee ambient temp
peratures near 25C in the daata collected. The emissivitty of the
merous times and
a is fairly w
well known to be 0.97 in thee MWIR regioon of the
standard coaating has been measured num
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spectrum. Assuming
A
this value
v
for the em
missivity, a tem
mperature graddient can be exxtracted from thhe data collecteed based
on the differrence between the surface an
nd cavity radiaance. Figure 5 shows the m
measured diffeerences of the standard
coating and the
t cavity and high emissivitty coating extraacted from thee regions of intterest in the M
MWIR data. Thhe dotted
line gives a fit
f to the data assuming a caviity emissivity of
o 1 and a stanndard coating oof 0.97. The soolid line is a fit with the
same emissiv
vity and a grad
dient of 0.0025
5 times the diffference betweeen the ambientt and thermom
metric well tempperature.
This value is reasonably consistent
c
with
h the thicknesss and thermall conductivity of the standaard coating. T
The high
oating has not had its conducctivity measureed, but is thinnner than the staandard coatingg and a priori value of
emissivity co
0.001 was asssumed for its thermal gradieent. The fit to the MWIR higgh emissivity ccoating, shownn by the dasheed line in
Figure 5 givees an emissivity
y of 0.999.

Figure 4.
4 Temperaturee profile of blacckbodies used for testing. Thhe location of tthe profiles is sshown in Figurre 3.
Note thaat the high emissivity coating
g has an appareent temperaturee very close to that of the cavvities placed inn the
blackbod
dy with a comp
plete standard coating.
c

Figure 5. MWIR appaarent temperatu
ure differences between the sttandard and higgh emissivity ccoatings relativve to
the centeer of the cavitiies in the stand
dard coating so
ource plate, aloong with fits tto that data. T
The dotted line is a
theoreticcal curve for th
he standard coaating using the measured valuue of 0.97 as thhe emissivity.
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The LWIR im
magery was processed in a faashion similar to
t that of the M
MWIR. The LW
WIR data was more variable than the
MWIR. Thaat coupled with
h the reduced separation betw
ween gradient and emissivity
ty in the LWIR
R and the loweer LWIR
emissivity off the standard coating, madee an independeent derivation of the gradiennt impractical.. For consisteency, the
gradient term
m extracted from
m the MWIR data
d was used in both coatinggs and an emisssivity fit for eeach. The dataa and fits
are shown in
n Figure 6. Thee fit to the stan
ndard coating data
d produced aan emissivity oof 0.958, in goood agreement w
with that
of the hemisp
pherical data. The fit to the high
h
emissivity
y coating produuced an emissiivity estimate oof 0.995. Thiss value is
not in agreem
ment with thee hemisphericaal data which would
w
producee an average emissivity of 0.98 over the spectral
response range of the micro
obolometer. However,
H
this value
v
is consisstent with the ssmall rise in reeflectance show
wn in the
d collected with
w the Brukerr FTIR.
reflectance data

Figure 6.
6 LWIR apparrent temperaturre differences between
b
the sttandard and higgh emissivity ccoatings relativve to
the centeer of the cavitiees in the standaard coating sou
urce plate, alonng with fits to tthat data.
3.3 Emissiv
vity Discussion
n
The emissiviity estimates extracted
e
for the
t high emissivity coating are rather rem
markable, espeecially those ffrom the
MWIR data. The hemisph
herical reflectaance data yield
ds values that are within thee estimated acccuracy of zeroo in that
band. The cavities
c
provid
de an approxim
mation of an ideal
i
source, bbut without a kknown referennce with an em
missivity
accurate to .0
001, an emissiv
vity of 0.999 cannot be claim
med in good faiith. That said, the differencees between the standard
coating and cavity
c
radiancee are very closee to their expeccted values, giiving weight too the near unityy estimate of thhe cavity
emissivity. The
T LWIR data shows more variation than the MWIR. T
This is attributeed to both the llower sensitiviity of the
camera and its
i greater precclusion toward drift with the environment. The LWIR im
magery data is not consistent with the
measured hemispherical reeflectance data. The data colllected with thhe Bruker FTIR
R does not shoow a similar feeature as
L
hemisph
herical reflectan
nce. This may
y be due to an unknown variiation in the saamples. Unforttunately,
seen in the LWIR
the physical differences beetween the two
o samples makee it impracticaal for one to bee measured in the other specctrometer
s
can be easily used
u
to measuree one of the fuull sized sourcce plates. The two different samples
and neither spectrometer
were prepareed at different times
t
so the vaariation may bee due to an unkknown processs variation. Thhe discrepancyy with be
further invesstigated as thee coating deveelopment progrresses. Givenn the relative agreement bettween the Bruuker and
imagery dataa, the broadbaand emissivity
y estimates from the imageery data are aassumed to bee correct. Given the
incomplete knowledge
k
of the
t cavity emisssivity, it is prrudent to limit the emissivityy claim for thee new coating to >0.99
until further measurements
m
can be made with
w a traceablee reference.
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3.4 Applica
ation to targetss
Targets are also
a an area off concern in raadiometric testiing and can beenefit from a hhigh emissivityy coating as well. The
requirementss for a target include
i
the co
oating be comp
patible with thhe production of very fine features. Thee coating
applied to th
he blackbodies as described above
a
has also
o been shown tto be compatibble with targett fabrication. Figure 7
shows a micrroscopic photo
ograph of featu
ures on a targett that was coatted after the feeatures were m
made in the targget. The
slit is 30 um
m wide and sho
owed no measu
urable change in width. Thee slit corners aas well as that of the square are well
defined and show
s
no round
ding after the hiigh emissivity coating was appplied.

Figure 7:
7 Microscopee image of a target
t
with sm
mall features annd high emisssivity coating. The coating was
applied after
a
the featurres were made in the target. The
T slit shownn is 30 um widee and did not m
measurably chaange
after the application off the high emissivity coating
3.5 Constan
nt Slew Rate
Santa Barbarra Infrared, Incc (SBIR) has allso implementeed a new consstant slew rate control algoritthm for its Infiinity line
of extended area blackbod
dies. This capaability is prim
marily meant foor minimum reesolvable tempperature (MRT
T) testing
b
target is
i slowly chan
nged until thee target is jusst visible. Hoowever, the aalgorithm
where the source for a backlit
d can be used for any slew rate and is primarily limitedd by maximum
m slew rate off the blackboddy at the
implemented
current temperature. The control
c
allows a user set slew
w rate and end temperature. U
Upon the comm
mand to start, a profile
ure to the end temperature
t
is established annd the blackboddy controlled tto that profile until the
from the currrent temperatu
end temperatture is met, afteer which the bllackbody will settle
s
at the enddpoint until annother commannd is received.
The new algo
orithm was tessted using a SB
BIR 4” Infinity
y extended areaa blackbody. The system waas commandedd to slew
from a near ambient 25C, down to a reassonable delta temperature
t
froom ambient, thhen up to a sim
milar delta tem
mperature
he algorithm was
w tested over a series of ratees from 0.05K
K/min to 10K/m
min. The
above ambient and then baack to 25C. Th
op before they
y exceeded the maximum dellta T from amb
mbient when gooing cold. Ploots of the
faster slews were set to sto
n and 3.5 K/min
n tests are show
wn in Figures 8 and 9 respecctively. Plots ffrom the other rates are
results from the 0.05K/min
milar. Deviatio
on from profilee is measured during
d
each paass through thee control loop ((approximatelyy 3 times
generally sim
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per second). The deviatio
ons recorded were
w
based onlly on the indivvidual measurrement at that time, no averraging of
med. After thee slew is started, the blackboody typically taakes 30 secondds or so to stabbilize on
measurementts was perform
the profile, after
a
which tim
me the profile is
i generally heeld with sub-m
mK accuracy. T
Table 1 gives the average m
maximum
deviations fo
or each of the slew
s
rates testeed. The average deviation iss the standard deviation from
m the profile beeginning
30 seconds after
a
the start of
o the slew. Th
he maximum deviation
d
is oveer the same tim
me. For slewss faster than 0.335K/min
the maximum
m deviations laarger than 1mK
K are due to th
he system takiing slightly lonnger than 30 sseconds to setttle at the
higher rates.
The new alg
gorithm provid
des excellent slew rate contrrol with accuraacy to the dessired profile foor rates below 5K/min
comparable to
t the sub-mK accuracy of the blackbody in
n a steady statee.
f
constant sslew rate tests.
Tablle 1. Results from
Slew Rate
R
(C//min)

0.05

0.075

0.1

0.25

0.35

0.5

0.75

1

1.5

2

3.5

5

7.5

10

Std. dev. (mK)
(

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.2

0.4

0.7

1.2

1.2

1.3

Max dev. (mK)
(

0.6

0.3

0.4

0.9

1.3

1.5

2.3

3.1

1.7

2.5

5.7

9.2

9.2

5.8

Figure 8. Constant
C
slew rate results forr 0.05K/min ratte test.

4. SUMMARY
S
Y
Santa Barbarra Infrared, a HEICO
H
compan
ny, has develop
ped a high emiissivity coatingg for improvedd radiometric aaccuracy.
The coating has higher emissivity than th
he standard coaating and apprroaches unity bbased on the reeflectance and imagery
t data indicaates a MWIR average
a
emissiivity 0.999 annd a LWIR em
missivity of 0.9995, both
data collecteed. Although the
claims are liimited to 0.99 until further testing
t
with a traceable refeerence can be pperformed. O
On a separate ssystem a
constant slew
w rate algorithm
m was implem
mented and testted. The testinng showed excellent trackingg of the desiredd profile,
to sub-mK acccuracy for ratees less than 5K
K/min.
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Figure 9. Constant
C
slew rate results forr 0.05K/min ratte test.
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